
FAQs - Carlin Springs Road Bridge Replacement Project 

 

 Why is the bridge project starting now? Deterioration of the Carlin Springs Road bridge, built in 

1960, has been increasing in recent years. There are significant structural issues needed to be 

addressed soon. While still structurally sound, the bridge has shown the greatest deterioration of 

any County-owned bridge. A nearby sanitary sewer line that connects N. Abingdon Street, with a 

sewer main along Lubber Run, is also in poor condition and in need of replacement. The two 

improvements have been combined to reduce overall impacts on the community.    

 When will construction start and when will it finish?  The contractor, Rustler Construction Inc., is 

expected to begin construction in November 2017. The anticipated completion date is fall 2019. 

 What will be the regular work schedule?  The regular work hours will be Monday through Friday 

between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. Work hours will be reduced (8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) during the winter 

season. 

 Will there be night or weekend work? Weekend and night work is only allowed by special permit 

with the County. Night work is only anticipated to occur during a few weekends when the bridge 

demolition occurs. The only other weekend work anticipated will take place on several Saturdays 

when new bridge beams are installed. Specific dates will be shared when confirmed. 

 How will the bridge project affect travel through the Carlin Springs Road and George Mason Drive 

interchange area?  Whenever the roadway is open to vehicular traffic, at least one lane of traffic 

will be open in each direction for both Carlin Springs Road; as well as one sidewalk.  

 When will George Mason Drive and Carlin Springs Road be closed?  The roads will only be closed to 

traffic on the weekends when bridge demolition takes place and on the Saturdays when new steel 

beams are installed. Specific dates will be shared when confirmed. 

 Where will closures take place?  The closures will occur in the immediate vicinity of the bridge.  

Ramps between Carlin Springs Road and George Mason Drive will not be closed, except for very 

brief periods to allow for construction activity.  

 Will access to my house be blocked?  No, adjacent residents will always have vehicular and 

walking access to their homes. 

 What will be the impacts to Metrobus and school bus service? There should be minimal impact to 

school bus traffic, as the only street closures will occur on weekends. Service on the Metrobus 25B 



route will need to be temporarily diverted around the interchange during the few weekends when 

Carlin Springs Road is closed.   

 Where will pedestrians be able to cross Carlin Springs Road? New crosswalks will be marked across 

Carlin Springs Road at the N. Edison and N. Wakefield Streets intersection. 

 What will be done to reduce cut-through traffic on neighborhood streets?  During the period of 

road closures, the contractor will be utilizing variable-message sign boards to direct traffic to use 

other major roads, such as Arlington Boulevard and Glebe Road. Flagmen and construction signs 

will also be used to manage traffic flow on primary streets. County staff will work with residents to 

address any safety concerns that may arise. 

 Will there be much noise and dust from the construction?  County staff and the contractor will 

work together to keep noise and dust to a minimum, however some noise and dust is expected 

during construction. The noisiest times will be limited to the weekends when removal of the 

existing bridge takes place. Dust will also be controlled through use of sprayed water. 

 Will there be pile-driving, blasting or other very loud construction noise?  There will not be any 

blasting or pile driving, however demolition of the bridge will involve two weekend-long periods of 

concrete cutting and hammering.    

 Is the bridge project being coordinated with the upcoming Lubber Run Community Center 

reconstruction?  Yes, County staff are coordinating the two projects. Measures will be taken to 

minimize conflicts when the projects are both under construction. 

 Where will workers park and where will construction materials be stored?  Worker vehicles and 

construction material storage will occur either on closed road surfaces adjacent to the bridge, or 

on the grass areas adjacent to the ramps between George Mason Drive and Carlin Springs Road. 

 Who do we contact when we experience a problem related to the bridge and/or sewer work? 

Problems or concerns with construction work should be addressed to the County’s construction 

manager or bridge engineer, both of whom will be present on-site during work hours.  

Ravinder Singh – Arlington County Bridge Engineer – 703-228-3661 or rksingh@arlingtonva.us 

Richard Viola – Arlington County Project Manager – 703-228-3699 or rviola@arlingtonva.us 

 How will residents be notified of changes in the work process and other developments? The 

County’s project webpage will be regularly updated to reflect progress and any changes in 

schedule or procedures. Project update Information will also be shared with the adjacent civic and 

homeowner associations on a periodic basis. Project webpage address:   

https://projects.arlingtonva.us/projects/carlin-springs-road-bridge/ 
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